Here It Is AGAIN for All Those Who Need to Know

By Anna Von Reitz

There is a widespread swath of gross ignorance in America populated by True Believers who think that they know all they need to know and devil take the hindmost.

No doubt that is comforting to them and they cling to their suppositions accordingly, like Linus clinging to his Blanket.

---Until, that is, they land in a "US District Court" and are told that they have no constitutional guarantees and other wake up calls come due.

For all of those who think that I am a "Patriot Guru" and that I can't possibly know what I am talking about despite the abundant factual and actual proof that I do (admittedly not paying federal income tax since 1998, for example) here is a compilation of primary source quotes from people as diverse as Frederick Douglas and JFK in support of the information I am giving you---300 pages worth:

https://www.scribd.com/document/100879878/We-The-Sheeple-Vs-the-Banksters
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